Detection rate and efficiency of lymph node assessment with axial and coronal image reading based on 16 row multislice CT of the neck.
Multislice CT (MSCT) has the advantage of isotropic volumetric data acquisition which allows high resolution data reconstruction in the axial and coronal plane. We evaluate the accuracy and efficiency of coronal reconstruction compared to axial reconstructions of a routinely performed CT scan exemplary in neck lymph node assessment performed on a 16 row MSCT. Contrast enhanced neck MSCT of 24 patients with known lymphoma were evaluated prospectively for lymph node assessment. 4 blinded readers evaluated the axial and coronal reconstructions of the same patient. Neck lymph nodes larger than 10 mm were evaluated by their anatomical region (deep jugular chain, submandibular, nuchal). Time for axial and coronal image evaluation was assessed. Detection rate was compared with consensus reading as gold standard. In consensus reading 169 enlarged lymph nodes in the deep jugular chain were found. Detection rate for axial image interpretation was 36.1 % with 54.9 % in coronal reading. Assessing the submandibular lymph nodes (n = 45) axial interpretation revealed 53.9 % with 36.1 % in coronal reading. Evaluation time for axial reading was in all but one reader significantly longer (mean 176 seconds) than in coronal reading (mean 129 seconds). Coronal image reading improves the detection rate of cranio-caudal oriented structures. Considering representatively neck lymph nodes in the deep jugular chain the image interpretation time is significantly reduced. Still axial reading remains necessary for assessing axially oriented structures such as the submandibular region in the neck.